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Glassboard Collection

Collaboration and communication solutions

GLASSBOARD
In any color you want.

Color of
the year
2020

PANTONE

®
TM

Classic Blue
19-4052

Go for
COLOR !

CREATE TO INSPIRE
Our lacquered and colored glass, made of 4 mm thick
tempered or laminated glass, combines an infinite range of
colors and the unlimited possibilities of digital printing with
the depth and elegance of glass. Whether you want specific
dimensions or colors, digital printing of a decoration or logo,
all these options are available to display totally personalized
and unique images.

PERFECT INTEGRATION

The surprising influence of colors on the brain does no

Available in an infinite range of colors and possibilities,

In order to enable simple, instant, fluid and personalized

longer need to be proven today: blue stimulates creativity,

to be combined or not with the latest technologies, the

interactions with your entire ecosystem, VANERUM solutions

green improves concentration, red increases productivity...

GLASSBOARD range of glass boards, in wall or mobile

TOTAL COMFORT

perfectly integrate the latest technologies such as an

Activate a performance driver by choosing colors for your

versions, offer real opportunities to design convivial,

The ultra-smooth glass provides a communication surface

interactive touch screen.

well-being and motivation but also according to your

exchangeable and innovative spaces. With its natural

that is naturally easy to write, draw and erase. Moving your

objectives!

luminous and decorative appearance, the glass blends in

dry erase markers or liquid chalk markers is a delight! The

perfectly with raw materials such as wood, metal or stone. In

glass is extremely easy to care for and maintains a new look:

HIGH DURABILITY

addition to the indispensable color, it adds a touch of design

it can be cleaned with a clean microfiber and is resistant

We use A+ rated glass for indoor air emissions and safety

to interior spaces, offices or even schools.

to most chemicals. Thanks to a galvanized sheet fixed to

in case of glass breakage. Their resistance and stability

the rear of the surface, the glass allows you to display with

provided by the galvanized sheet metal ensures a life span

strong magnets and to use accessories (eraser, marker

probably equivalent to the life span of the wall on which

holder...) magnets.

they will be installed.

GLASSBOARD

VOGUE

Make the most of your square meters

This spectacular two-level system has a concealed wall

by bringing functionality and user-

mount and rubber wheels to ensure quiet sliding. Thanks to

friendliness to all your walls, wherever

its flexible design, this dynamic solution allows you to play

they are, with the GLASSBOARD

with colors and perfectly integrate technology such as LCD

VOGUE board, which provides an XXL

touchscreens by facilitating cable management.

magnetic writing and display surface in
addition to a sliding surface.

GLASSBOARD

SALSA

The GLASSBOARD SALSA (H155xW60 cm) board is frameless
and has a solid base. It elegantly follows you whether you
want to improvise a meeting or display an information note
in a reception hall. Combine wall and mobile GLASSBOARDS
in a unique way to create a flexible, inspiring and userfriendly environment that all users can easily master to
experience the most motivating and exciting exchanges!

The minimalist, very modern
GLASSBOARD FREEZE board is
provided with an invisible wall fixing
system which, by moving it away from
the wall, gives a real impression of
lightness. Whether you choose the in
standard or customized colors and
sizes, you will always be able to add a
touch of sophistication and creativity
to any space.

GLASSBOARD

FREEZE
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